This paper presents a novel hypothesis on the function of massive feedback pathways in mammalian visual systems. We propose that the cortical feature detectors compete not for the right to represent the output at a point, but for exclusive rights to abstract and represent part of the underlying input. Feedback can do this very naturally. A computational model that implements the above idea for the problem of line detection is presented and based on that we suggest a functional role for the thalamo-cortical loop during perception of lines. We show that the model successfully tackles the so called Cross problem. Based on some recent experimental results, we discuss the biological plausibility of our model. We also comment on the relevance of our hypothesis (on the role of feedback) to general sensory information processing and recognition.
Introduction
One of the intriguing aspects of mammalian sensory systems is the preponderance of reciprocal connections between areas. For example in the visual pathway, whenever an area A sends a large part of its output to area B, then it is almost always true that area A also receives a massive amount of input from area B (Van Essen, 1988) . It is now well established that feedback from primary sensory cortical areas to the thalamus plays a very important role in sensory information processing (Singer, 1977; Sherman & Koch, 1986; Mumford, 1995) . In the visual system, the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) receives a large amount of input through reciprocal connections from cortex (V1). Moreover, only a minority of input synapses on LGN relay cells originate in the retina; the majority are from V1 feedback fibers (Robson, 1983) . The corticofugal projections onto the LGN are also topographic in nature (Sherman & Koch, 1986) . Similar cortico-thalamic feedback is also found in other sensory modalities like the auditory, somato-sensory, and olfactory systems (Jones, 1985) . All these factors strongly suggest a specific and important functional role for this feedback.
There is no lack of interesting hypotheses and speculations regarding the role of feedback and many of them are equally plausible given current experimental knowledge. We mention here a few of them. Erich Harth was one of the first people to systematically model feedback. In 1976, Harth (1976) suggested that the cortico-geniculate feedback could modify the output of LGN in a systematic and iterative fashion, to help the interpretation of retinal inputs to the LGN. Grossberg's Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART), proposed in 1976, incorporates feedback based processing for pattern recognition and, as suggested by him and his co-workers, the cortico-thalamic feedback may be useful in facilitating expectation driven processing (Grossberg, 1995) . In 1984, Crick suggested that this feedback is involved in attentional mechanisms through the so called attentional searchlight (Crick, 1984) . In 1990, he then went on to suggest that it may also play a role in enabling visual awareness (Crick, 1990 ). Koch has suggested that through the NMDA receptors on the dendrites of thalamic neurons, the feedback may be used for selectively gating retinal output onto the cortical neurons (Koch, 1987) . Harth and his co-workers built upon the original idea and suggested in 1987 that the feedback, in general, facilitates inversion of sensory processing. In their model (Harth, Unnikrishnan & Pandya, 1987) , the feedback is used as a local reinforcement signal to be optimized by the LGN relay neurons by modifying their gains which in turn helps the cortical level feature detectors in coming up with an unambiguous interpretation of the input. Mumford has suggested that the LGN can serve as a scratch pad memory, maintaining and updating processed results from various vision modules (Mumford, 1992) . This resembles the structure of Blackboard Systems used in Artificial Intelligence. The surface perception model of Sadja and Finkel (1995) , also shares some features of our model. Most of the above hypotheses are qualitative. The exceptions are Grossberg's ART and Harth's inversion of sensory processing which are incorporated into some computational models and tested on some abstract problem settings. In this paper we specifically address the role of V1 to LGN feedback. We ascribe a functional role for the feedback and demonstrate its effectiveness for perception of lines in images. Though the computational model we present is specific to the problem of line detection, our hypothesis regarding the role of feedback (and consequently the ideas behind our computational model) is more general. It is very relevant to the problem of interpreting/understanding complex sensory signals in terms of some organization of higher level features. We discuss this aspect of our model towards the end of this paper.
In the next section, we propose a general qualitative hypothesis regarding the role of feedback in sensory information processing. In Section 3, we give the specific computational model for line detection that incorporates our hypothesis. In Section 3.6 we bring out the role played by feedback signals in our model. We present some simulation results with our model in Section 4. These results show that this line detector indeed delivers good performance. In Section 5 we discuss the biological plausibility of the model. In light of the recent experimental results of Sillito, Jones, Gerstein and West (1994) , models like the one presented in this paper may be relevant to understanding the role of feedback in general. We point out all these and conclude the paper.
A simple hypothesis
To motivate our hypothesis regarding role of feedback in early vision, we contrast, for the problem of line perception, the architecture of a typical machine vision system with that of the mammalian vision system.
The standard procedure used in a typical computer vision system for line detection is to apply some local edge detection operators (local feature detectors) at each point in the image to derive (possibly) multiple hypotheses regarding the presence and direction of an edge at each point. There is a lot of 'noise' in the output of the feature detectors as edges at more than one direction may be flagged at each point and there may be missing edge points as well as spurious edges. Then, as a second step, some post processing, mostly in the form of competition among the various local feature detectors, is conducted to construct a line drawing of the image (Manjunath & Chellappa, 1993 ). Now we can contrast this with the architecture of the mammalian visual system that carries out this task. The output of the retinal ganglion cells is carried by the optic nerve to the LGN and from there the information goes onto V1. As discovered by Hubel and Wiesel in 1962 (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) , the simple cells in V1 have elongated receptive fields. By virtue of this, these serve as local oriented edge detectors. Many computer vision algorithms use filters with similar profiles for local edge detection. Since the LGN has a retinotopic map, its output can be viewed as the two dimensional intensity array of the image after some initial 'averaging' by retinal ganglion cells. Thus we can think of the simple cells as local edge detection operators working on the (locally averaged) intensity image available in the LGN. Now the usual post processing done by computer vision systems can be viewed as modelling intra cortical interactions among the cells in V1.
But one striking feature in which this analogy breaks down is the fact that there are massive feedback projections from V1 to the LGN. In typical computer vision systems, there is no mechanism for the outputs of the local edge detectors to influence the image as seen by themselves, in a close-loop fashion.
To appreciate the role of this feedback, let us consider one problem with all models of line perception that rely only on intra-cortical interactions. Suppose we apply eight different edge detectors tuned to eight different orientations at each point in the image. Now by some competition among the edge detectors, aided (perhaps) by some contextual information from neighboring points (modelling the interactions among cells in V1), we decide on the winning edge orientation (or on the hypothesis that there is no edge) at each point and thus come out with the lines in the image. Since the competitive mechanism is predetermined we have to decide beforehand to allow one or two winners, etc. at each point. However, if there are many lines crossing through a point in the scene, then it is difficult to design this competitive mechanism to result in the right number of multiple directional edge hypotheses surviving at each point. This is referred to as the 'Cross' problem by Grossberg and Mingolla (1985) .
The main point here is that, in general, for sensory information processing, if the initial (noisy) response elicited by a sensory signal in an array of feature detectors is to be interpreted based solely on interactions among the feature detectors (without a relook at the input in the light of current interpretation by the feature detectors), then we will be stuck with some problem analogous to the cross problem explained above.
Motivated by the above discussion, we can ascribe a role for the feedback if we think that the local feature detectors 'fight' not for a 'right to the output' but for 'exclusive rights over part of the input'. That is, if we view the interaction among the local edge detectors (or feature detectors) as a competition for the right to shout the output at that point, we can presumably do with only intra-cortical interactions (and there is no need for feedback; but we face the cross problem). Instead, we can view the interactions among edge (feature) detectors as competition for the exclusive right to represent/abstract some portion of the underlying image. Then each feature detector collects for itself that part of the input which forms the minimum required evidence for it to come on. Then, in a dynamical fashion, more than one feature detector (or edge detector) can come on at each point if there is independent evidence for them in the underlying image. Once we decide that the competition among the feature detectors is for exclusive rights to portions of the input, the need for feedback is immediately evident. In general, such a feedback mechanism helps 'unclutter' the image so that the local feature detectors can easily arrive at an unambiguous interpretation. Since most of the visual information processing can be viewed as successive abstractions of the underlying image, feature detectors competing for exclusive rights over part of the input can be a general processing framework, facilitated by the ubiquitous feedback pathways.
A feedback model for line perception
In this section we present a computational model for line detection, incorporating the hypothesis presented above. Due to the feedback signals, the model is a dynamical system. Fig. 1 1 The layers in our computational model are not intended to correspond to the layers of V1. Similarly, though we call the processing elements of our model as simple cells, line cells etc., they do not faithfully model any specific neuronal groups. In this section we discuss the model only at a computational level. We shall point out the intended correspondences between cells in our model and the biological ones in 5 where we also discuss the biological plausibility of our model. These correspondences are shown in Fig. 1. orientation of a line at each point and it is the output of the model.
The output of line cells is connected to the feedback layer. This layer generates the two feedback signals. FB CS modulates the connections from the CS layer to the simple cell layer so as to inhibit the output of some center surround cells from reaching some simple cells. The idea is that each center surround cell should contribute at most to one of the eight simple cells at each point. In other words, this feedback segregates the center surround cells so that each simple cell has its 'exclusive evidence' for the current hypothesis. FB SM inhibits the outputs of some simple cells in the receptive field of a line cell from reaching that line cell. This feedback segregates simple cells so that those simple cells that constitute the 'evidence' for a line hypothesis do not feed other competing line cells at that point. Further, other simple cells in its receptive field may be supporting other line hypotheses at that point without confusing this line cell. Thus many line cells can be on at a point if each of the line hypotheses have their own supporting simple cells that are on.
In the following subsections we give the details of each of the layers in the proposed model. The input to the network is the image as an array of intensity values. The image array is assumed to be of dimension X ×Y. The image intensity at pixel location (i, j ) is denoted by I(i, j ).
Before we describe our model in detail some clarifications are in order regarding our use of the terms edges and lines. Though there are no universally accepted definitions for these terms, usually 'edges' denote points where there is significant local variation/discontinuity in the image intensity. Due to noise and other imaging artifacts many such (locally detected) edge points may not lie on any extended line of discontinuity arising out of object boundaries, surface markings, discontinuity in surface orientation etc. Generally, the term 'lines' is used to denote those edge points which can be grouped together to form such extended lines. We shall also use these terms in this manner.
The center-surround cell layer, CS
The input to this layer is the image. Each unit of this layer (a center surround cell) has an off-center receptive field. A center surround cell CS(i, j ) has a square (3 × 3) receptive field centered at the (i, j )th location in the image. The output of the center surround cell at location (i, j ) is given by
where, Pos()=
These center surround cells perform a contrast enhancement of the image. For the remaining part of this paper, the term CS(i, j ) should be taken to mean either the center surround cell at location (i, j ) or its output depending on the context. Our decision to include only one type of CS cell means that we are side stepping the issue of the sign of contrast across a line. Also making all decisions on lines using CS cells of only one contrast can result in some amount of thickening of lines. We could, of course, include both on-center and off-center CS cells and process the signals in parallel channels. While the sign of contrast across a line is useful information for subsequent processes that act on the line detected image (e.g. detecting object silhouettes), for the problem of line detection per se, considering only one type of CS cell is an acceptable simplification. Our aim is to demonstrate the usefulness of feedback in such a system.
The simple cell layer, SM
The input to this layer is the output of the CS layer. There is a simple cell for each pixel location and orientation. Eight line orientations separated by p/8 radians are considered. Hence there are X× Y×8 simple cells in this layer. Each line orientation is denoted by an integer in the range 3 [0, 7] . The term S(i, j, k) will be used to mean both, a simple cell associated with image location (i, j ) as well as the output of that simple cell. The output of a simple cell S(i, j, k), where (i, j ) corresponds to the associated location in the image and k is the associated line orientation, is given by:
Here, N o is the number of possible orientations which is equal to eight in all our results presented in the next section. O(m, n, k) is a Gaussian mask (an edge detector) with aspect ratio 3:1, differentiated twice in the direction perpendicular to the orientation of the mask. Two and three dimensional views of a simple cell mask corresponding to orientation k= 3 are shown in Fig. 2 . on how it may be implemented in biological systems are discussed in Section 5.
The line cell layer, LN
The cells of this layer receive inputs from the simple cells. The output of a line cell, L(i, j, k), indicates the 'strength' of a line passing the point (i, j ) at an orientation k. Hence there is one line cell for each pixel position and line orientation. The term L(i, j, k) will be used to mean both, a line cell associated with image location (i, j ) as well as the output of that line cell. The line cell output is obtained by convolving the SM layer output with masks of the type shown in Fig. 3 .
Let W k (m, n, l) denote the weight of support that a line cell L(i, j, k) receives from the simple cell S(i + m, j+ n, 1). Let the line cell mask be of size N×N. Then the output of a line cell is given by
D k is a normalizing constant. The feedback LI (i, j, l, m, n, k) coming from the feedback layer is the second feedback of our scheme (Eq. (5)). This feedback will be referred to as FB SM and it performs line segregation. That is, it selectively shuts off some simple cell outputs from reaching some line cells. The intuitive aim of this feedback is that only the simple cells that 'lie on' a line passing through location (i, j ) at orientation k 4 The central excitatory region and the two inhibitory flanks are clearly visible. The output of the center surround layer is convolved with these masks to obtain the output of simple cells.
OI(i, j, k)s form one part of the output of the feedback layer in the previous iteration (Eq. (4)).
5 This feedback performs segregation of center surround cells as explained later in Section 3.6. Due to this, each simple cell tuned to orientation k will see only that part of its receptive field which is labelled to have a line at orientation k passing through it in the previous iteration (Eqs. (2) and (4)). This feedback will be referred to as FB CS .
From Eq. (2) it may appear that OI is an input into the simple cell layer which is contradictory to what is shown in Fig. 1 . We emphasize here that the role of our feedback is to selectively shut off some CS cells from reaching some simple cells. Hence we think of this feedback as a signal into the CS layer. Some thoughts Fig. 3 . Line cell Mask, W k (., ., 1) for k =3 and l= 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. 4 The orientation of the simple cell shown in the figure makes an angle 5p/8 with the usual positive x-axis though one may expect it to make an angle 3p/8 because it corresponds to k= 3. The reason is that our coordinate system is (n, m) where m is the row index and n is the column index of the image array. Since m increases from top to bottom, if we have a line m =n tan q in our coordinate system then the slope of that line in the usual (x, y) coordinate system would be tan(p − q).
5 It may be noted that the two sources of feedback in our model are referred to as FB CS and FB SM while the actual signals that carry this feedback information are OI and LI.
should contribute to the line cell L (i, j, k) . Since in our model only pairwise interactions are possible among different cells, it is not easy to precisely characterize what is meant by simple cells that 'lie on' a line. Operationally, what the feedback does is to make sure that each simple cell supports at most one of the eight line cells at any point (Section 3.6). Since each line cell gets support from its own simple cells, one can expect that the model will be able to perform well even at points where many lines cross because each line cell is oblivious to the cluttering of the image.
The feedback layer, FB
This layer consists of two subpopulations of processing elements: one provides feedback to the canter-surround layer and the other provides feedback to the simple cell layer.
The feedback to center-surround cells, FBcs
b We call these cells orientation inhibition cells. There is one orientation inhibition cell OI(i, j, k), for each image location and orientation pair. The outputs of these cells are sent to the CS cell layer and constitute FB CS . At each location, orientation of the most active line cell is determined and orientation selective inhibitory feedback signals are sent so that the CS cell at that location is not seen by any simple cells whose receptive fields include that location but are oriented differently. Output of these cells is given by
where,~is called the line cell threshold and j, k%) . As can be seen from Eqs. (2) and (4), a simple cell will 'see' only that part of the image where there are lines at its preferred orientation.
The feedback to simple cells, FB SM
We call these cells line inhibition (LI) cells and their output constitutes feedback FB SM . There is one line inhibition cell LI(i, j, k, m, n, 1) for every simple cell S(i, j, k) and line cell L(i + m, j +n, 1) pair, such that the simple cell falls within the receptive field of the line cell L(i +m, j+ n, 1). The output of this layer is given by the following expression.
0; Ök% {0,...,7}, k%" k otherwise (7) where maxK is such that
This feedback makes a decision on which orientation k, at a given point (i%, j %), a simple cell should support or not support. Note that if two lines pass through the same point at different orientations, both the orientation responses will survive since each will get positive support from its 'own evidence'. This is different from the usual competitive processes employed. (Section 3.6).
The line cell mask, W k
There are eight line cell masks, one for each orientation. A mask W k is used to collect support for a line of orientation k at the image location where the mask is centered. W k (m, n, l) is the compatibility of a line at location (m, n) (with respect to the center of the mask) and orientation l with the line of orientation k at the center of the mask. For the mask we used the following equations. 
is maximum at all (m, n) which are on a line passing through the center of the mask at an orientation k; and its value falls off exponentially as we move away from this line. When k "l, W k (m, n, 1) falls off exponentially with increasing internal angle between orientations k, l with the proviso that larger angle is tolerated at larger distances from the center of the mask. Fig. 3 shows the three dimensional view of the masks for k =3 and l=2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 
Beha6ior of the model
The center surround cells perform contrast enhancement of the image. The simple cells behave like oriented edge detectors by the nature of their masks O(m, n, k). However, since the convolution result is thresholded at zero to obtain the output of simple cells (Eq. (2)), by themselves, simple cells will be poor edge detectors especially for grey level images. The 'summation' of simple cell outputs by the line cells and the feedback signals are responsible for the ability of the model to properly identify the lines present in the image.
From Eqs. (2) and (4), it is easy to see that FB CS segregates the center surround cells. Consider all center surround cells inside the M ×M square neighborhood centered at location (i, j ). (Recall that the simple cell mask has size M × M). Due to the feedback FB CS , these are partitioned into groups, each group feeding into only one of the eight simple cells S(i, j, k), 05 k B 7. It should, however, be noted that each center surround cell would be in the receptive field of simple cells at many different locations and hence would be feeding into one of the eight possible simple cells at each of these locations. The orientation of all the simple cells to which the center surround cell at (i, j ) will send its output is the same and is determined by the (current) dominant orientation at the line cell layer at location (i, j ). Thus dynamically, as the iterations progress, the grouping of the center surround cells gets refined as the line hypotheses get refined. Thus the feedback results in each of the eight simple cells at each location getting exclusive rights over a part of its total receptive field.
In a similar way, feedback FB SM segregates simple cells to feed only to some of the line cells. Consider the simple cell S(i +m, j+n, 1) which is in the receptive field of all eight line cells at (i, j ). This simple cell will send its output only to line cell L(i, j, k) where k is the orientation that has the best compatibility (as given by the line cell mask, W k ) with orientation l at (i +m, j+ n) among all orientations k% that are currently active at (i, j ) (Eqs. (3) and (5)- (7)). Thus, this apportioning of simple cells to line cells is also refined as the dynamics of the model evolve. Once again, the feedback is enabling competition among line cells for exclusive rights to part of the input. However, it may be noted that the segregation of simple cells is not as complete as that of CS cells (or as we may ideally want given our hypothesis regarding the role of feedback). That is, from our equations, it is theoretically possible that, e.g. a simple cell S(i +m, j+ n, 1) may feed to both L(i, j, k 1 ) and L(i + 1, j, k 2 ) without needing any specific constraint to be satisfied by k 1 , k 2 . Also, when there is no line cell currently active at a point then it is possible for a given simple cell to feed to more than one of the eight line cells at that point thus possibly creating a set of line hypotheses at that point (Eq. (7)). Ideally, we want the feedback to result in a situation where all simple cells on a line 6 feed exclusively into all the line cells on that line. However, since we restricted our model to have only pairwise interactions among different cells, it is very difficult to implement this in one step in the feedback equations. However, the dynamics of the feedback can result in such segregation as is evident from our simulation results in the next section.
At this point it may seem, from Eqs. (4)- (7)), that our feedback signals, OI and LI, are simply enabling a winner-take-all competition among line cells like most other feedback models (such as ART) except for the fact that we have made these signals artificially coarse (in the sense that they are 0-1 signals). But this is not so.
Consider all simple cells S(i +m , j +n, 1), −N/25 m, n5N/2, 1= 0,...,7, which are all in the receptive fields of all the line cells L(i , j ,k), k= 0,...,7. Due to the feedback signals given by LI, the above set of simple cells is segregated into eight parts, with some parts possibly empty, 7 so that each of the line cells, L(i, j, k),k = 0,...,7, takes its input from its own set of simple cells. What may look like winner-takes-all competition in the calculation of feedback signals LI, is not any competition among line cells. That is, a line cell L(i, j, k 1 ), which has higher response than some other line cell L(i, j, k 2 ) at some instant, would not necessarily increase its response at the expense of L(i, j, k 2 ) at the next instant. For example, if at some iteration we have
3 )\ 0, then, depending on which simple cells are active and depending on the line cell mask values, it is possible that at the next iteration some simple cells would feed to L(i, j, k 1 ) and some other simple cells feed to L(i, j, k 3 ) such that both L(i, j, k 1 ) and L(i, j, k 3 ) 'benefit' at the expense of L (i, j, k2) . Also, since the line cell mask values can be both positive and negative, this 'taking away' of their exclusive evidence by L(i, j, k 1 ) and L(i, j, k 3 ) could be the reason for the suppression of the false line hypothesis L(i, j, k 2 ) which is what we had referred to as dynamic uncluttering of the image through feedback. Due to the extended receptive fields of the line cells this type of interaction effects entire line segments thus enabling the proper detection of lines.
The LI and OI being 0 -1 signals is essential for this type of segregation to take place. Thus, the feedback signals in our model are properly viewed as creating subpopulations of cells so that feature detectors at higher levels are looking at different parts of the input.
Our scheme is a generalization of an earlier preliminary one described by McGregor and Cook (1993) . Our model differs from theirs mainly in the line cell layer (with our line cell mask) and in the fact that we have two sources of feedback. The first and second layers (center surround cells and simple cells) of our model are similar to those in that scheme. FB CS is similar to the only feedback signal in that scheme. The line cell layer is different from that scheme because our model has been designed to cope with curved lines as well (the scheme in McGregor and Cook (1993) can only find straight lines).
Viewing our model as a computational system for detecting lines, one can appreciate the need for feedback FB SM in the model when curved lines are also to be detected. Suppose we are interested only in straight lines. Then, S(i +m, j+n, l) should contribute to L(i, j, k) if and only if an edge at orientation l at location (i +m, j +n) is on an extended straight line passing through (i, j ) at orientation k. Thus our line cell mask, W k will have only 0 -1 entries and there is no need to weigh different compatibilities with the currently available hypotheses. This means that the apportioning of simple cells to line cells can be done statically (and hence there is no need for FB SM and no need for a line cell mask). This is what is done in McGregor and Cook (1993) . As is easy to see, such a scheme would work, even for straight lines, only in an idealized world of perfect binary images with no noise. That is the reason why we have an exponential fall off even for the case k =l in our line cell mask W k (m, n, l). However, the point we wish to make here is that when we consider curved lines also, S(i +m, j+ n, 1) can have varying degrees of compatibility with different line orientations through (i, j ) and hence assigning of S(i + m, j+ n, 1) to one of the line cells at (i, j ) depends on the currently active line hypotheses at (i, j ) and hence we needed the second feedback (Eq. (5)).
Given our hypothesis regarding the possible function of feedback in the biological vision systems, it is imperative that our model should have two levels of feedback. Both simple cells and line cells should be able to get exclusive rights to portions of their receptive fields through feedback. That the need for the second feedback can also come about naturally (purely for computational reasons) when we want to take care of curved lines, is, to us, very satisfactory.
Simulation results
In this section we present results of computer simulations that show that our model tackles the Cross problem and successfully detects the locations with multiple lines. The orientations of these lines are also correctly identified. Fig. 4 gives the results obtained with the model on a synthetic image. The output in iteration 3 shows orientations through color coding. In all the parts showing the outputs, a point (i, j ) is ON if both S(i, j, k) and L(i, j, k) are greater than zero for some k. (We empirically found that requiring both the corresponding simple and line cells to be ON results in fewer iterations for convergence. In all our simulations we found that the algorithm converges in about 3 iterations). In the color coded images, the orientation shown corresponds to the dominant line cell at that point. In addition, we have also shown the set of all points where more than one line cell have positive output. These 'points with multiple line hypotheses' are shown for iterations 1 and 3.
It may be noted that first iteration results of our model correspond to the case where there is no segregation due to feedback because we initialize OI and LI to all 1s. Thus, comparing part (b) with part (d) in the figure we can easily see the extent of 'clean-up' achieved by feedback. This is more striking when we compare part (c) with part (e) in each figure. Initially there are many points where more than one line cell is ON; but the feedback makes multiple orientations survive only at the places where there are multiple lines. Also, it is observed that the correct number of multiple orientations survive. For example, at the point where the circle intersects the hexagon at one of the vertices, all three orientations survive. Fig. 5 shows the results for the same synthetic image as earlier but with noise. We added independent noise uniformly distributed over [− 30, 30] . The effect of noise is clearly discernible in the outputs of the model after the first iteration. However the final results (obtained after three iterations) show clearly that the model works well with noisy images also.
The synthetic images shown in Fig. 6 bring out again the ability of our model in solving the cross problem. Once again it is observed that the correct number of multiple orientations survive. Fig. 7 shows a simple dot pattern (of non-uniform dot density) on a rectangular grid. The results here show that the model can correctly interpolate the lines while still solving the cross problem satisfactorily. performance.
8 For example, looking at the results on the nonuniform checker board pattern, we see that the Canny operator smoothes out the lines around the intersections and thus does not correctly detect the presence of two intersecting lines. Similar type of missing edge points are also seen in other images.
Another interesting point to note about our model (in comparison with other edge/line detectors) is that we are also simultaneously detecting the corner points in the image. Since we obtain oriented lines with the correct number of multiple orientations surviving, the set of points with multiple line hypotheses gives most of the corners in the image. Corners constitute useful Figs. 8 and 9 show the results obtained with the model on a real image and its noisy version. While it is not easy here to say which points in the image can have multiple line hypotheses, we can see that the results obtained are comparable to those from any good edge detector.
For comparison, we have given the results obtained with Canny's edge detection operator on some of our images in Fig. 10 . Our model gives comparable or better information and normally one uses the output of a line detector to follow the lines and infer corner points. This is not a trivial task because many edge detectors smooth out lines around the actual intersection points as can be seen from Fig. 10 .
There are three free parameters in our algorithm, |, , and z. | is the standard deviation of the Gaussian used in the simple cell mask and it controls the extent of blurring done while detecting edges. We have varied its value between 1.05 and 1.15 with no perceptible change in the output of the model. The parameterc alled the line cell threshold, is used in calculating the OI signals through equation Eq. (4). We have variedb etween 0.3 and 0.7 without affecting the quality of the output from the model too much. At smaller values of we have the problem of spurious edges while at larger values of~we have the problem of missing edges though the degradation in performance is graceful. The parameter z is used as a constant factor in the exponent while calculating the line cell mask values. We have varied z between 0.2 and 0.45 without affecting the performance too much. Roughly, we can say that at larger values of z more curved lines are preferred while at smaller values of z more straight lines are preferred. The values of M and N (which give the sizes of the simple cell and line cell masks respectively) may also be considered free parameters. We fixed M by requiring that beyond the boundaries of this simple cell mask, the value of O(m, n, k) is smaller than, say, 10
. Thus fixing the value of | fixes M. As long as N is greater than M the model performs well. We have kept N to be M + 2.
Discussion
In this paper we have proposed a new hypothesis regarding the role played by feedback in biological vision and presented a computational model incorporating such feedback for detecting lines in an image. Our hypothesis is that higher level feature detectors compete for exclusive rights to represent/abstract portions of the underlying input and such a competition is naturally implemented through feedback. The results presented in Section 4 demonstrate the effectiveness of our idea in a line-detection system. In this section we discuss the relevance of our model in understanding the function of feedback in early vision after briefly describing its relationship with other computational models in vision.
Purely at a computational level, we can view our line detection algorithm as interpreting an intensity image as a specific organization of higher level features, namely, lines, by assigning different parts of the image as exclusive supporting evidence for various features at the higher level. This apportioning is refined iteratively by looking at different possible combinations of features. Such relaxation type computations are widely used in many computer vision algorithms though without any feedback structure. One of the earliest uses of such techniques in a way similar to ours is the segmentation algorithm of (Hong & Rosenfeld, 1984) which uses a pyramid-based algorithm for assigning pixels to various clusters wherein the assignment is iteratively refined by taking a relook at the level of support for each assignment. However, most relaxation based algorithms tend to be based on models of co-operative/ competitive interactions only among the feature detectors without going back to the input after the first iteration (Davis & Rosenfeld, 1981; Parent & Zucker, 1989) . Another insight that can be gained from our line detection algorithm is the following. As is well known, the reason why most edge-detectors do not give clean lines with proper orientation information is that an edge detector gives positive responses to many intensity configurations other than the ideal line for which it is designed. We tried to solve this by using feedback for properly apportioning support to various lines. A different approach, recently developed by Iverson and Zucker (1995) , is to assess the real valued output of an edge detector in the light of some logical conditions tested in the neighborhood of the line (along the normal at that point). This so called logical/linear operator approach can help design local feature detectors where the evidence for a line can be properly gathered and, thus, this approach will also be potentially capable of solving the Cross problem. However, unlike in our model, Iverson and Zucker do not try to utilize any feedback to get the proper assessment of the output of local edge detectors. Another model with the same general aims as ours is the network of Shashua and Ullman (1988) . Their network groups fragments of edges into a long contour using an optimization based approach. However, they do not use any feedback as in our model. Now we turn to face the harder questions regarding the utility of our model for understanding the mammalian visual system. The first issue here is to understand our model in the context of the problem of recognition of sensory signals and to understand its relationship with other such feedback models.
There have been many biologically motivated models for understanding line perception and other early vision processes. Most models that include V1 to LGN feedback, as relevant to the model presented here, can be said to be based on ideas arising out of Adaptive Resonance Theory (Gove, Grossberg & Mingolla, 1995) . Here, often, feedback is used to compare the incoming sensory signal with the expected composite signal based on the current interpretation of the input by feature detectors in a way that helps dynamically tune the system to reach an equilibrium. To contrast our model with such feedback models and also to explain the relevance of our model to the general problem of interpreting/recognizing sensory input, we offer the following analogy. Suppose we want to interpret a complex sensory signal (such as the time limited signal of a speech utterance) as a specific organization of some features (such as a scale-shifted and weighted combination of phonemes). At a computational level, there are at least two different strategies that are conceivable. We may keep mixing our features, checking the so constructed complex signal against the input sensory signal and further refining the mixing through a feedback organization. Or, we can keep picking features for explaining parts of the input signal, subtracting the part explained by the already picked features from the input so that other feature detectors may now more easily find their proper place in the remaining signal and so on; the whole sequence of decisions iteratively modified through feedback. In the second method the essential function of the feedback is to 'unclutter' the input so that each of the features can find their proper place in constructing an explanation for the incoming signal. In both schemes we may have to modify the incoming sensory signal somewhat to reach an equilibrium. In the first case this may mean changing the signal so that we Fig. 6 ; (b) the dot pattern used in Fig. 7 ; (c) the circle and hexagon image used in Fig. 4 ; (d) the gray-scale UNIX image used in Fig. 8 ; (e) the UNIX image with noise used in Fig. 9 . get, for the best possible interpretation, a complete match. In the second case through feedback we make sure that not all feature detectors see all of the (local) signal (thus possibly rejecting some part of the signal by not making any feature detector see it) so that we can get a good interpretation. The first option above corresponds roughly to the feedback architectures based on adaptive resonance while the second one corresponds to our model of competition for rights over parts of the input. At the level of computational mechanisms for recognition, one may (justifiably) say that the choice among the two is only a matter of (empirically determined) utility value. However, philosophically the two options are different and the point we make here is that the second option does look attractive enough to be investigated further though most researchers have considered only the first option.
The model specified through the set of mathematical equations in Section 3 implements, to a good approximation, our hypothesis regarding competing for inputs and the model performs well in simulations. Hence, in the context of biological vision, the next question is whether the model is biologically plausible. The main issue here is whether the feedback signals can be implemented in biology. While the simple cell and line cell masks are reasonable, and it is not difficult to see how the update equations for simple cells and line cells can be run in continuous time (through, e.g. integrate and fire neuron models), the real difficulty is in implementing our feedback signals OI and LI which amount to boolean selections of some groups of neurons by the dynamic state of other neurons. The remaining part of this section focuses on this issue.
We think of CS cells as LGN relay neurons and of simple and line cells as neurons in V1 (and V2). We shall use these labels as appropriate in the following discussion. The analogue of the cortico-thalamic feedback in our model is the feedback, FB CS . It has to ensure that CS cells do not send their outputs to all simple cells to which they are anatomically connected, but only to some of them depending on the specific line orientations present in the image (and which are evolving as the dominant line hypotheses in cortex). Looking at Eq. (2), it may appear that all we need is shunting inhibition. But that is not true! We do not want to shut out any CS (LGN) cell; we only want to control which simple cell the output goes to. We propose that this can be implemented by a scheme that temporally segregates simple cells of different orientations. Imagine a scenario where, in the cortex, simple cells tuned to different orientations can come on only at different time instants. Then all that the feedback has to do is to gate the retinal inputs onto different groups of LGN relay cells at different time instants depending on which group of relay cells should support that orientation (Eqs. (2) and (4)). Then, by this feedback, each simple cell (among the ones looking at the same location) gets its input from its exclusive set of LGN relay cells and this strategy would result in almost synchronized firing of different groups of simple cells and LGN relay cells in an orientation selective manner. This has recently been observed by Adam Sillito and co-workers (Sillito et al., 1994) .
They report that when the corticofugal inputs are activated by presenting cats with moving oriented bars, the feedback induces correlated firing in the LGN relay cells. We quote from their paper: ''This cortically induced correlation of relay cell activity produces coherent firing in those groups of relay cells with receptive field alignments appropriate to signal the particular orientation of the moving contour to cortex''. The paper suggests that the synchronization observed seems to be established selectively over an array of LGN relay cells which are activated by a contour whose orientation matches the preference of those cortical cells which receive convergent input from exactly that array.
From our foregoing discussion, it is easy to see that the type of synchronization observed by Sillito et al. (1994) is what would result if FB CS in our model is implemented through the strategy of temporally spacing out simple cells tuned to different orientations. Similar experimental results in the auditory system of bats have also been reported by Yan and Suga (1996) .
From our model, we would suggest that the synchronization through feed-back would be observed even while static images are being processed by the visual system. In a static scene, the transient processing (the dynamics of the model before reaching steady state) takes only very few iterations through the thalamo-cortical loop. (All our simulations with static inputs converged within 3-4 iterations). Since the delay in the LGN-V1 loop is about 10-15 ms, the synchronization may exist only for 50-75 ms. It may be difficult to observe these synchronized firings reliably using extracellular electrodes. The development of stable thalamocortical slice preparations, with the loop intact, in the mouse somato-sensory system (Agmon & Connors, 1991) and the recent availability of fast optical recording techniques (Denk et al., 1994 ) raise many exciting possibilities.
Another question is whether the corticofugal circuitry can carry out the computations needed for feedback FB CS . From Eqs. (2) and (4), we observe that a specific CS cell, CS(i, j ), would feed to exactly one of the eight simple cells at each location such that the receptive field of simple cells at that location includes (i, j ). Further all simple cells to which this CS cell feeds would be tuned to the same orientation. This is what is achieved by FB CS . (Many CS cells may not feed any simple cells because they are not on any lines). This means that, given the strategy of temporally spacing out simple cells of different orientations, all that the feedback has to do is decide whether or not to gate the retinal input onto the LGN relay cell. This is certainly plausible biologically. Another point is that though FB CS decides which CS cells a simple cell will see, the feedback signal can be computed only after line cell outputs are available. Our simple cells are very similar to simple cells in layer 4 in Vl. The line cells are more complex and such computations can be carried out only by cells in other cortical layers. Hence such outputs would be available only in deep cortical layers (layers 5 or 6) or more superficial layers (layers 2 or 3). Thus, from our model we would expect that the corticofugal inputs would originate in one of these layers and the thalamo-cortical inputs will go directly to simple cells (in layer 4). In mammalian systems corticofugal fibers originate in layer 6. Now we turn to the second feedback, FB SM . As mentioned above, the computations performed by line cells are fairly complex and so can't be carried out in layer 4. More superficial and deeper layers of V1 or even parts of V2 are possible candidates. Layers 2, 3 and 5 get monosynaptic or polysynaptic inputs from layer 4 and have mono or poly-synaptic output path-ways to layer 6. So layer 6 is also the prime candidate for the origin of FB SM and we would like to think of FB SM as the layer 6 to layer 4 recurrent pathway. The fact that a majority of the input synapses on layer 4 stellate cells originate in layer 6 is also very satisfying. Ahmed, Anderson, Douglas, Martin and Nelson (1994) have estimated that 45% of the asymmetric synapses on the layer 4 neurons originate in layer 6, while only about 6% originate in the LGN! About 28% originate from other layer 4 stellate cells.
From our model, we can say that in the cortico-thalamic pathway, the feedback has to be at least as numerous as the feedforward projections. Anything more than this would be a bonus: the routing and computations can be carried out quicker. Mother nature seems to use this bonus, as the ratio of feedback to feedforward fibers is at least 5:1 in cats (and lower in monkeys). Again a similar argument can be made for the layer 4 to layer 6 pathway. The recurrent fibers have to be at least as numerous as the feedforward projections. This again seems to be true.
Aiding line detection may only be one part of the feedback story. There are possibly other loops for other functions in V1, V2, etc. (Rockland, 1993) . For example, V2 contains binocular cells and many models for binocular fusion postulate intracortical interactions that are essentially a competition among feature detectors for shouting the output at that point. As per our hypothesis, if this competition is also for rights over inputs then such a pathway would also need massive feedback, and the only path available may be through V1.
In summary, we can say that our hypothesis that, in sensory information processing, feedback facilitates competition among feature detectors for exclusive rights to represent/abstract portions of input, is at least plausible given the currently available evidence from neurobiology. We have incorporated our hypothesis into a computational model for line detection, and this model gives good performance on synthetic and natural digital images. We pointed out that the feedback needed in the model can be implemented by the strategy of simple cells tuned to different orientations coming on at different time instants. Then our feedback would result in synchronized the firing of groups of cortical cells and LGN relay cells with the same characteristic features as observed by Sillito et al. (1994) . Also, we show that, given the strategy of temporally spacing out simple cells tuned to different orientations, the feedback signals needed by our model can be implemented by the corticofugal pathway. A similar scenario may exist between layer 4 and layer 6. Further studies with models like ours and experimental work to verify the predictions are needed to fully understand the role of feedback in sensory processing.
